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For example, we might look for patterns such as clustering or regu- larity. While in ...... These tests are based on nearest neighbor distances and the K-function. 
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Chapter 12 Spatial Statistics



12.1 Introduction We include this final chapter to illustrate an area of data analysis where the methods of computational statistics can be applied. We do not cover this topic in great detail, but we do present some of the areas in spatial statistics that utilize the techniques discussed in the book. These methods include exploratory data analysis and visualization (see Chapter 5), kernel density estimation (see Chapter 8), and Monte Carlo simulation (see Chapter 6).



Wha What Is Spa Spatial Statistics? Spatial statistics is concerned with statistical methods that explicitly consider the spatial arrangement of the data. Most statisticians and engineers are familiar with time-series data, where the observations are measured at discrete time intervals. We know there is the possibility that the observations that come later in the series are dependent on earlier values. When analyzing such data, we might be interested in investigating the temporal data process that generated the data. This can be thought of as an unobservable curve (that we would like to estimate) that is generated in relation to its own previous values. Similarly, we can view spatial data as measurements that are observed at discrete locations in a two-dimensional region. As with time series data, the observations might be spatially correlated (in two dimensions), which should be accounted for in the analysis. Bailey and Gatrell [1995] sum up the definition and purpose of spatial statistics in this way: observational data are available on some process operating in space and methods are sought to describe or explain the behaviour of this process and its possible relationship to other spatial phenomena. The object of the analysis is to increase our basic understanding of the process, assess the evidence in favour of various hypotheses concerning it, or possibly to predict values
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Computational Statistics Handbook with MATLAB in areas where observations have not been made. The data with which we are concerned constitute a sample of observations on the process from which we attempt to infer its overall behaviour. [Bailey and Gatrell, 1995, p. 7]



Type ypes of Spatial Data Data Typically, methods in spatial statistics fall into one of three categories that are based on the type of spatial data that is being analyzed. These types of data are called: point patterns, geostatistical data, and lattice data. The locations of the observations might be referenced as points or as areal units. For example, point locations might be designated by latitude and longitude or by their x and y coordinates. Areal locations could be census tracts, counties, states, etc. Spatial point patterns are data made up of the location of point events. We are interested in whether or not their relative locations represent a significant pattern. For example, we might look for patterns such as clustering or regularity. While in some point-pattern data we might have an attribute attached to an event, we are mainly interested in the locations of the events. Some examples where spatial statistics methods can be applied to point patterns are given below. • We have a data set representing the location of volcanic craters in Uganda. It shows a trend in a north-easterly direction, possibly representing a major fault. We want to explore and model the distribution of the craters using methods for analyzing spatial point patterns. • In another situation, we have two data sets showing thefts in the Oklahoma City area in the 1970’s. One data set corresponds to those committed by Caucasian offenders, and one data set contains information on offences by African-Americans. An analyst might be interested in whether there is a difference in the pattern of offences committed by each group of offenders. • Seismologists have data showing the distribution of earthquakes in a region. They would like to know if there is any pattern that might help them make predictions about future earthquakes. • Epidemiologists collect data on where diseases occur. They would like to determine any patterns that might indicate how the disease is passed to other individuals. With geostatistical data (or spatially continuous data), we have a measurement attached to the location of the observed event. The locations can vary continuously throughout the spatial region, although in practice, measurements (or attributes) are taken at only a finite number of locations. We are not necessarily interested in the locations themselves. Instead, we want to understand and model the patterns in the attributes, with the goal of using
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the model to predict values of the variable at locations where measurements were not taken. Some examples of geostatistical data analysis include the following: • Rainfall is recorded at various points in a region. These data could be used to model the rainfall over the entire region. • Geologists take ore samples at locations in a region. They would like to use these data to estimate the extent of the mineral deposit over the entire region. • Environmentalists measure the level of a pollutant at locations in a region with the goal of using these data to model and estimate the level of pollutant at other locations in the region. The third type of spatial data is called lattice data. These data are often associated with areas that can be regularly or irregularly spaced. The objective of the analysis of lattice data is to model the spatial pattern in the attributes associated with the fixed areas. Some examples of lattice data are: • A sociologist has data that comprises socio-economic measures for regions in China. The goal of the analysis might be to describe and to understand any patterns of inequality between the areas. • Market analysts use socio-economic data from the census to target a promising new area to market their products. • A political party uses data representing the geographical voting patterns in a previous election to determine a campaign schedule for their candidate.



Spatial Point Point Patterns In this text, we look at techniques for analyzing spatial point patterns only. A spatial point pattern is a set of point locations s 1, …, s n in a study region R. Each point location s i is a vector containing the coordinates of the i-th event,



si =



si 1 si 2



.



The term event can refer to any spatial phenomenon that occurs at a point location. For example, events can be locations of trees growing in a forest, positions of cells in tissue or the incidence of disease at locations in a community. Note that the scale of our study affects the reasonableness of the assumption that the events occur at point locations. In our analysis of spatial point patterns, we might have to refer to other locations in the study region R, where the phenomenon was not observed.
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We need a way to distinguish them from the locations where observations were taken, so we refer to these other locations as points in the region. At the simplest level, the data we are analyzing consist only of the coordinate locations of the events. As mentioned before, they could also have an attribute or variable associated with them. For example, this attribute might be the date of onset of the disease, the species of tree that is growing, or the type of crime. This type of spatial data is sometimes referred to as a marked point pattern. In our treatment of spatial point patterns, we assume that the data represent a mapped point pattern. This is one where all relevant events in the study region R have been measured. The study region R can be any shape. However, edge effects can be a problem with many methods in spatial statistics. We describe the ramifications of edge effects as they arise with the various techniques. In some cases, edge effects are handled by leaving a specified guard area around the edge of the study region, but still within R. The analysis of point patterns is sensitive to the definition of R, so one might want to perform the analysis for different guard areas and/or different study regions. One way we can think of spatial point patterns is in terms of the number of events occurring in an arbitrary sub-region of R. We denote the number of events in a sub-region A as Y ( A ) . The spatial process is then represented by the random variables Y ( A ) , A ⊂ R . Since we have a random process, we can look at the behavior in terms of the first-order and second-order properties. These are related to the expected value (i.e., the mean) and the covariance [Bailey and Gatrell, 1995]. The mean and the covariance of Y ( A ) depend on the number of events in arbitrary sub-regions A, and they depend on the size of the areas and the study region R. Thus, it is more useful to look at the firstand second-order properties in terms of the limiting behavior per unit area. The first-order property is described by the intensity λ ( s ) . The intensity is defined as the mean number of events per unit area at the point s. Mathematically, the intensity is given by  E [ Y ( ds ) ]  λ ( s ) = lim  -----------------------  , ds ds → 0  



(12.1)



where ds is a small region around the point s, and ds is its area. If it is a stationary point process, then Equation 12.1 is a constant over the study region. We can then write the intensity as E [ Y ( A ) ] = λA ,



(12.2)



where A is the area of the sub-region, and λ is the value of the intensity. To understand the second-order properties of a spatial point process, we need to look at the number of events in pairs of sub-regions of R. The secondorder property reflects the spatial dependence in the process. We describe
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this using the second-order intensity γ ( s i, sj ) . As with the intensity, this is defined using the events per unit area, as follows,



γ ( si, s j ) =



 E [ Y ( ds i )Y ( ds j ) ]  - . lim  ---------------------------------------ds i ,dsj  



d s i ,d s j → 0



(12.3)



If the process is stationary, then γ ( s i, sj ) = γ ( s i – sj ) . This means that the second-order intensity depends only on the vector difference of the two points. The process is said to be second-order and isotropic if the second-order intensity depends only on the distance between s i and sj . In other words, it does not depend on the direction.



Complete Spa Spatial Randomnes Randomness The benchmark model for spatial point patterns is called complete spatial randomness or CSR. In this model, events follow a homogeneous Poisson process over the study region. The definition of CSR is given by the following [Diggle, 1983]: 1. The intensity does not vary over the region. Thus, Y ( A ) follows a Poisson distribution with mean λA , where A is the area of A and λ is constant. 2. There are no interactions between the events. This means that, for a given n, representing the total number of events in R, the events are uniformly and independently distributed over the study region. In a CSR process, an event has the same probability of occurring at any location in R, and events neither inhibit nor attract each other. The methods covered in this chapter are mostly concerned with discovering and modeling departures from the CSR model, such as regularity and clustering. Realizations of these three types of spatial point processes are shown in Figures 12.1 through 12.3, so the reader can understand the differences between these point patterns. In Figure 12.1, we have an example of a spatial point process that follows the CSR model. Note that there does not appear to be systematic regularity or clustering in the process. The point pattern displayed in Figure 12.2 is a realization of a cluster process, where the clusters are obviously present. Finally, in Figure 12.3, we have an example of a spatial point process that exhibits regularity. In this chapter, we look at methods for exploring and for analyzing spatial point patterns only. We follow the treatment of this subject that is given in Bailey and Gatrell [1995]. In keeping with the focus of this text, we emphasize the simulation and computational approach, rather than the theoretical. In the next section, we look at ways to visualize spatial point patterns using the
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CSR Point Pattern



FIGURE GURE 12.1 12.1 In this figure, we show a realization from a CSR point process. Cluster Point Pattern



FIGURE GURE 12.2 12.2 Here we have an example of a spatial point process that exhibits clustering. Point Pattern Exhibiting Regularity



FIGURE GURE 12.3 12.3 This spatial point process exhibits regularity.
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graphical capabilities that come with the basic MATLAB package. Section 12.3 contains information about exploring spatial point patterns and includes methods for estimating first-order and second-order properties of the underlying point process. In Section 12.4, we discuss how to model the observed spatial pattern, with an emphasis on comparing the observed pattern to one that is completely spatially random. Finally, in Section 12.5, we offer some other models for spatial point patterns and discuss how to simulate data from them.



12.2 Visualizing Spatial Point Processes The most intuitive way to visualize a spatial point pattern is to plot the data as a dot map. A dot map shows the region over which the events are observed, with the events shown using plotting symbols (usually points). When the boundary region is not part of the data set, then the dot map is the same as a scatterplot. We mentioned briefly in Section 12.1 that some point patterns could have an attribute attached to each event. One way to visualize these attributes is to use different colors or plotting symbols that represent the values of the attribute. Another option is to plot text that specifies the attribute value at the event locations. For example, if the data represent earthquakes, then one could plot the level of the quake at each event location. However, this can be hard to interpret and gets cluttered if there are a lot of observations. Plotting this type of scatterplot is easily done in MATLAB using the text function. Its use will be illustrated in the exercises. In some cases, the demographics of the population (e.g., number of people, age, income, etc.) over the study region is important. For example, if the data represent incidence of disease, then we might expect events to be clustered in regions of high population density. One way to visualize this is to combine the dot map with a surface representing the attribute, similar to what we show in Example 12.4. We will be using various data sets in this chapter to illustrate spatial statistics for point patterns. We describe them in the next several examples and show how to construct dot maps and boundaries in MATLAB. All of these data sets are analyzed in Bailey and Gatrell [1995].



Example 12.1 In this first example, we look at data comprised of the crater centers of 120 volcanoes in west Uganda [Tinkler, 1971]. We see from the dot map in Figure 12.4 that there is an indication of a regional trend in the north-easterly direction. The data are contained in the file uganda, which contains the
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boundary as well as the event locations. The following MATLAB code shows how to obtain a dot map.







load uganda % This loads up x and y vectors corresponding % to point locations. % It also loads up a two column matrix % containing the vertices to the region. % Plot locations as points. plot(x,y,'.k') hold on % Plot boundary as line. plot(ugpoly(:,1),ugpoly(:,2),'k') hold off title('Volcanic Craters in Uganda')
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FIGURE GURE 12.4 12.4 This dot map shows the boundary region for volcanic craters in Uganda.



Example 12.2 Here we have data for the locations of homes of juvenile offenders living in a housing area in Cardiff, Wales [Herbert, 1980] in 1971. We will use these data in later examples to determine whether they show evidence of clustering or spatial randomness. These data are in the file called cardiff. When this is © 2002 by Chapman & Hall/CRC
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loaded using MATLAB, one also obtains a polygon representing the boundary. The following MATLAB commands construct the dot map using a single call to the plot function. The result is shown in Figure 12.5.







load cardiff % This loads up x and y vectors corresponding % to point locations.It also loads up a two % column matrix containing the vertices % to the region. % Plot locations as points and boundary as line. % Note: can do as one command: plot(x,y,'.k',cardpoly(:,1),cardpoly(:,2),'k') title('Juvenile Offenders in Cardiff')
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FIGURE GURE 12.5 12.5 This is the dot map showing the locations of homes of juvenile offenders in Cardiff.



Example 12.3 These data are the locations where thefts occurred in Oklahoma City in the late 1970’s [Bailey and Gatrell, 1995]. There are two data sets: 1) okwhite contains the data for Caucasian offenders and 2) okblack contains the event locations for thefts committed by African-American offenders. Unlike the previous data sets, these do not have a specific boundary associated with them. We show in this example how to get a boundary for the okwhite data © 2002 by Chapman & Hall/CRC
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using the MATLAB function convhull. This function returns a set of indices to events in the data set that lie on the convex hull of the locations. load okwhite % Loads up two vectors: okwhx, okwhy % These are event locations for the pattern. % Get the convex hull. K = convhull(okwhx, okwhy); % K contains the indices to points on the convex hull. % Get the events. cvh = [okwhx(K), okwhy(K)]; plot(okwhx,okwhy,'k.',cvh(:,1),cvh(:,2),'k') title('Location of Thefts by Caucasian Offenders') A plot of these data and the resulting boundary are shown in Figure 12.6. We show in one of the exercises how to use a function called csgetregion (included with the Computational Statistics Toolbox) that allows the user to interactively set the boundary.
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FIGURE GURE 12.6 12.6 This shows the event locations for locations of thefts in Oklahoma City that were committed by Caucasians. The boundary is the convex hull.
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12.3 Exploring First-order and Second-order Properties In this section, we look at ways to explore spatial point patterns. We see how to apply the density estimation techniques covered in Chapter 8 to estimate the intensity or first-order property of the spatial process. The second-order property can be investigated by using the methods of Chapter 5 to explore the distributions of nearest neighbor distances.



Estim stim at ing ing the the Intens Intensi ty One way to summarize the events in a spatial point pattern is to divide the study region into sub-regions of equal area. These are called quadrats, which is a name arising from the historical use of square sampling areas used in field sampling. By counting the number of events falling in each of the quadrats, we end up with a histogram or frequency distribution that summarizes the spatial pattern. If the quadrats are non-overlapping and completely cover the spatial region of interest, then the quadrat counts convert the point pattern into area or lattice data. Thus, the methods appropriate for lattice data can be used. To get an estimate of intensity, we divide the study region using a regular grid, count the number of events that fall into each square and divide each count by the area of the square. We can look at various plots, as shown in Example 12.4, to understand how the intensity of the process changes over the study region. Note that if edge effects are ignored, then the other methods in Chapter 8, such as frequency polygons or average shifted histograms can also be employed to estimate the first-order effects of a spatial point process. Not surprisingly, we can apply kernel estimation to get an estimate of the intensity that is smoother than the quadrat method. As before, we let s denote a point in the study region R and s 1, …, s n represent the event locations. Then an estimate of the intensity using the kernel method is given by n



1 1 s–s λˆ h ( s ) = ------------ ∑ -----2 k  ------------i , δh ( s ) h  h 



(12.4)



i=1



where k is the kernel and h is the bandwidth. The kernel is a bivariate probability density function as described in Chapter 8. In Equation 12.4, the edgecorrection factor is δh ( s ) =



- k  ------------ du . 2 ∫ ---h  h  1



R
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Equation 12.5 represents the volume under the scaled kernel centered on s which is inside the study region R. As with the quadrat method, we can look at how λˆ ( s ) changes to gain insight about the intensity of the point process. The same considerations, as discussed in Chapter 8, regarding the choice of the kernel and the bandwidth apply here. An overly large h provides an estimate that is very smooth, possibly hiding variation in the intensity. A small bandwidth might indicate more variation than is warranted, making it harder to see the overall pattern in the intensity. A recommended choice for – 0.2 the bandwidth is h = 0.68n , when R is the unit square [Diggle, 1981]. This value could be appropriately scaled for the size of the actual study region. Bailey and Gatrell [1995] recommend the following quartic kernel 2 3 T k ( u ) = --- ( 1 – u u ) π



T



u u≤ 1.



(12.6)



When this is substituted into Equation 12.4, we have the following estimate for the intensity λˆ h ( s ) =



2 2



d 3  -2 1 – -----i  , ∑ ------2  πh h d ≤h



(12.7)



i



where d i is the distance between point s and event location s i and the correction for edge effects δ h ( s ) has, for simplicity, not been included.



Example 12.4 In this example, we apply the kernel method as outlined above to estimate the intensity of the uganda data. We include a function called csintenkern that estimates the intensity of a point pattern using the quartic kernel. For simplicity, this function ignores edge effects. The following MATLAB code shows how to apply this function and how to plot the results. Note that we set the window width to h = 220. Other window widths are explored in the exercises. First, we load the data and call the function. The output variable lamhat contains the values of the estimated intensity. load uganda X = [x,y]; h = 220; [xl,yl,lamhat] = csintenkern(X,ugpoly,h); We use the pcolor function to view the estimated intensity. To get a useful color map, we use an inverted gray scale. The estimated intensity is shown in Figure 12.7, where the ridge of higher intensity is visible. pcolor(xl,yl,lamhat) map = gray(256);
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FIGURE GURE 12.7 12.7 In this figure, we have the estimate of the intensity for the uganda crater data. This is obtained using the function csintkern with h = 220 .



% Flip the colormap so zero is white and max is black. map = flipud(map); colormap(map) shading flat hold on plot(ugpoly(:,1),ugpoly(:,2),'k') hold off Of course, one could also plot this as a surface. The MATLAB code we provide below shows how to combine a surface plot of the intensity with a dot map below. The axes can be rotated using the toolbar button or the rotate3d command to look for an interesting viewpoint. % First plot the surface. surf(xl,yl,lamhat) map = gray(256); map = flipud(map); colormap(map) shading flat % Now plot the dot map underneath the surface. X(:,3) = -max(lamhat(:))*ones(length(x),1); ugpoly(:,3) = -max(lamhat(:))*...
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Computational Statistics Handbook with MATLAB ones(length(ugpoly(:,1)),1); hold on plot3(X(:,1),X(:,2),X(:,3),'.') plot3(ugpoly(:,1),ugpoly(:,2),ugpoly(:,3),'k') hold off axis off grid off



The combination plot of the intensity surface with the dot map is shown in Figure 12.8.







FIGURE GURE 12.8 12.8 This shows the kernel estimate of the intensity along with a dot map.



Estim patial Depende stim at ing ing the the SSpatial Dependence We now turn our attention to the problem of exploring the second-order properties of a spatial point pattern. These exploratory methods investigate the second-order properties by studying the distances between events in the study region R. We first look at methods based on the nearest neighbor distances between events or between points and events. We then discuss an alternative approach that summarizes the second-order effects over a range of distances.



Nearest Neighbor Di Di st ance nces - G and F Distr Distr ibutions ibutions The nearest neighbor event-event distance is represented by W. This is defined as the distance between a randomly chosen event and the nearest neighboring event. The nearest neighbor point-event distance, denoted by X, is the distance between a randomly selected point in the study region and the
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nearest event. Note that nearest neighbor distances provide information at small physical scales, which is a reasonable approach if there is variation in the intensity over the region R. It can be shown [Bailey and Gatrell, 1995; Cressie 1993] that, if the CSR model holds for a spatial point process, then the cumulative distribution function for the nearest neighbor event-event distance W is given by G( w ) = P( W ≤ w ) = 1 – e



– λπw



2



,



(12.8)



for w ≥ 0 . The cumulative distribution function for the nearest neighbor point-event distance X is F (x ) = P( X ≤ x) = 1 – e



– λπx



2



,



(12.9)



with x ≥ 0 . We can explore the second-order properties of a spatial point pattern by looking at the observed cumulative distribution function of X or W. The empirical cumulative distribution function for the event-event distances W is given by # ( wi ≤ w ) ˆ ( w ) = -----------------------. G n



(12.10)



Similarly, the empirical cumulative distribution function for the point-event distances X is # ( xi ≤ x ) Fˆ ( x ) = --------------------, m



(12.11)



where m is the number of points randomly sampled from the study region. ˆ ( w ) and Fˆ ( x ) provides possible evidence of inter-event interacA plot of G tions. If there is clustering in the point pattern, then we would expect a lot of ˆ ( w ) would climb steeply for short distance neighbors. This means that G smaller values of w and flatten out as the distances get larger. On the other hand, if there is regularity, then there should be more long distance neighbors ˆ ( w ) would be flat at small distances and climb steeply at larger w or x. and G When we examine a plot of Fˆ ( x ) , the opposite interpretation holds. For example, if there is an excess of long distances values in Fˆ ( x ) , then that is evidence for clustering. ˆ ( w ) against Fˆ ( x ) . If the relationship follows a straight We could also plot G line, then this is evidence that there is no spatial interaction. If there is clusˆ ( w ) to exceed Fˆ ( x ) , with the opposite situation tering, then we expect G occurring if the point pattern exhibits regularity.
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From Equation 12.8, we can construct a simpler display for detecting departures from CSR. Under CSR, we would expect a plot of ˆ (w))   – log ( 1 – G -  -------------------------------------( λˆ π )  



1⁄2



(12.12)



versus w to be a straight line. In Equation 12.12, we need a suitable estimate for the intensity λˆ . One possibility is to use λˆ = n ⁄ r , where r is the area of the study region R. So far, we have not addressed the problem of edge effects. Events near the boundary of the region R might have a nearest neighbor that is outside the boundary. Thus, the nearest neighbor distances near the boundary might be biased. One possible solution is to have a guard area inside the perimeter of R. We do not compute nearest neighbor distances for points or events in the guard area, but we can use events in the guard area in computing nearest neighbors for points or events inside the rest of R. Other solutions for making corrections are discussed in Bailey and Gatrell [1995] and Cressie [1993].



Example 12.5 The data in bodmin represent the locations of granite tors on Bodmin Moor [Pinder and Witherick, 1977; Upton and Fingleton, 1985]. There are 35 locations, along with the boundary. The x and y coordinates for the locations are stored in the x and y vectors, and the vertices for the region are given in bodpoly. The reader is asked in the exercises to plot a dot map of these data. In this example, we use the event locations to illustrate the nearest neighbor disˆ ( w ) and Fˆ ( x ) . First, we show how to get the empirical tribution functions G distribution function for the event-event nearest neighbor distances. load bodmin % Loads data in x and y and boundary in bodpoly. % Get the Ghat function first and plot. X = [x,y]; w = 0:.1:10; n = length(x); nw = length(w); ghat = zeros(1,nw); % The G function is the nearest neighbor % distances for each event. % Find the distances for all points. dist = pdist(X); % Convert to a matrix and put large % numbers on the diagonal. D = diag(realmax*ones(1,n)) + squareform(dist); % Find the smallest distances in each row or col.
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mind = min(D); % Now get the values for ghat. for i = 1:nw ind = find(mind U ( x ) ) = P ( Fˆ Obs ( x ) < L ( x ) ) = ------------- . B+1



(12.22)



For example, if we want to detect clustering that is significant at α = 0.05 , then (from Equation 12.22) we need 19 simulations. Adding the upper and lower simulation envelopes to the plot of Fˆ Obs ( x ) against Fˆ CSR ( x ) enables us to determine the significance of the clustering. If Fˆ Obs ( x ) is below the upper envelope, then the result showing clustering is significant. Note that Equation 12.22 is for a fixed x, so the analyst must look at each point in the curve of Fˆ Obs ( x ) . In the exercises, we describe an alternative, more powerful test. PROCEDURE - MONTE CARLO TEST USING NEAREST NEIGHBOR DISTANCES



1. Obtain the empirical cumulative distribution function using the ˆ Obs ( w ) ). Do not correct observed spatial point pattern, Fˆ Obs ( x ) (or G for edge effects. 2. Simulate a spatial point pattern over the study region of size n from a CSR process. 3. Get the empirical cumulative distribution function Fˆ b ( x ) (or ˆ b ( w ) .) Do not correct for edge effects. G 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3, B times, where B is determined from Equation 12.22. 5. Take the average of the B distributions using Equation 12.19 to get the estimated distribution of the nearest neighbor distances under ˆ CSR, Fˆ CSR ( x ) (or G CSR ( w ) ). 6. Find the lower and upper simulation envelopes. ˆ Obs ( w ) ) against Fˆ CSR ( x ) (or G ˆ CSR ( w ) ). 7. Plot Fˆ Obs ( x ) (or G 8. Add plots of the lower and upper simulation envelopes to assess the significance of the test.



Example 12.7 In this example, we show how to implement the procedure for comparing ˆ Obs ( w ) with an estimate of the empirical distribution function under CSR. G We use the bodmin data set, so we can compare this with previous results. ˆ Obs ( w ) . First we get G load bodmin X = [x,y]; % Note that we are using a smaller range
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Computational Statistics Handbook with MATLAB % for w than before. w = 0:.1:6; nw = length(w); nx = length(x); ghatobs = csghat(X,w);



The next step is to simulate from a CSR process over the same region and determine the empirical event-event distribution function for each simulation. % Get the simulations. B = 99; % Each row is a Ghat from a simulated CSR process. simul = zeros(B,nw); for b = 1:B [xt,yt] = csbinproc(bodpoly(:,1), bodpoly(:,2), nx); simul(b,:) = csghat([xt,yt],w); end We need to take the average of all of the simulations so we can plot these values along the horizontal axis. The average and the envelopes are easily found in MATLAB. The resulting plot is given in Figure 12.14. Note that there does not seem to be significant evidence for departure from the CSR model using ˆ Obs ( w ) . the event-event nearest neighbor distribution function G







% Get the average. ghatmu = mean(simul); % Get the envelopes. ghatup = max(simul); ghatlo = min(simul); plot(ghatmu,ghatobs,'k',ghatmu,ghatup,... 'k--',ghatmu,ghatlo,'k--')



K-Func -Funct ion ion We can use a similar approach to formally compare the observed K-function with an estimate of the K-function under CSR. We determine the upper and lower envelopes as follows U ( d ) = max b { Kˆ b ( d ) } ,



(12.23)



L ( d ) = min b { Kˆ b ( d ) } .



(12.24)



and
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FIGURE GURE 12.14 12.14 ˆ from a CSR process over the In this figure, we have the upper and lower envelopes for G bodmin region. It does not appear that there is strong evidence for clustering or regularity in the point pattern.



The Kˆ b ( d ) are obtained by simulating spatial point patterns of size n events in R under CSR. Alternatively, we can use the L-function to assess departures from CSR. The upper and lower simulation envelopes for the L-function are obtained in the same manner. With the L-function, the significance of the peaks or troughs (for fixed d) can be assessed using 1 P ( Lˆ Obs ( d ) > U ( d ) ) = P ( Lˆ Obs ( d ) < L ( d ) ) = ------------- . B+1



(12.25)



We outline the steps in the following procedure and show how to implement them in Examples 12.8 and 12.9. PROCEDURE - MONTE CARLO TEST USING THE K-FUNCTION



1. Estimate the K-function using the observed spatial point pattern to get Kˆ Obs ( d ) . 2. Simulate a spatial point pattern of size n over the region R from a CSR process.
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Computational Statistics Handbook with MATLAB 3. Estimate the K-function using the simulated pattern to get Kˆ b ( d ) . 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3, B times. 5. Find the upper and lower simulation envelopes using Equations 12.23 and 12.24. 6. Plot Kˆ ( d ) and the simulation envelopes. Obs



Example 12.8 We apply the Monte Carlo test for departure from CSR to the bodmin data. We obtain the required simulations using the following steps. First we load up the data and obtain Kˆ Obs ( d ) . load bodmin X = [x,y]; d = 0:.5:10; nd = length(d); nx = length(x); % Now get the Khat for the observed pattern. khatobs = cskhat(X, bodpoly, d); We are now ready to obtain the K-functions for a CSR process through simulation. We use B = 20 simulations to obtain the envelopes. % Get the simulations. B = 20; % Each row is a Khat from a simulated CSR process. simul = zeros(B,nd); for b = 1:B [xt,yt] = csbinproc(bodpoly(:,1), bodpoly(:,2), nx); simul(b,:) = cskhat([xt,yt],bodpoly, d); end The envelopes are easily obtained using the MATLAB commands max and min. % Get the envelopes. khatup = max(simul); khatlo = min(simul); % And plot the results. plot(d,khatobs,'k',d,khatup,'k--',d,khatlo,'k--') In Figure 12.15, we show the upper and lower envelopes along with the estimated K-function Kˆ Obs ( d ) . We see from this plot that at the very small scales, there is no evidence for departure from CSR. At some scales there is evidence for clustering and at other scales there is evidence of regularity.
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FIGURE GURE 12.15 12.15 ˆ using In this figure, we have the results of testing for departures from CSR based on K simulation. We show the upper and lower simulation envelopes for the Bodmin Tor data. At small scales (approximately d < 2 ), the process does not show departure from CSR. This is in agreement with the nearest neighbor results of Figure 12.14. At other scales (approximately 2 < d < 6 ), we have evidence for clustering. At higher scales (approximately 7.5 < d ), we see evidence for regularity.



Example 12.9 In Example 12.6, we estimated the K-function for the cardiff data. A plot of the associated L-function (see Figure 12.12) showed clustering at those scales. We use the simulation approach to determine whether these results are significant. First we get the estimate of the L-function as before. load cardiff X = [x,y]; d = 0:30; nd = length(d); nx = length(x); khatobs = cskhat(X, cardpoly, d); % Get the lhat function. lhatobs = sqrt(khatobs/pi) - d; Now we do the same simulations as in the previous example, estimating the K-function for each CSR sample. Once we get the K-function for the sample, it is easily converted to the L-function as shown.
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Computational Statistics Handbook with MATLAB % Get the simulations. B = 20; % Each row is a Khat from a simulated CSR process. simul = zeros(B,nd); for b = 1:B [xt,yt] = csbinproc(cardpoly(:,1),... cardpoly(:,2), nx); temp = cskhat([xt,yt],cardpoly, d); simul(b,:) = sqrt(temp/pi) -d; end



We then get the upper and lower simulation envelopes as before. The plot is shown in Figure 12.16. From this, we see that there seems to be compelling evidence that this is a clustered process.







% Get the envelopes. lhatup = max(simul); lhatlo = min(simul); plot(d,lhatobs,'k',d,lhatup,'k--',d,lhatlo,'k--')
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FIGURE GURE 12.16 12.16 The upper and lower envelopes were obtained using 20 simulations from a CSR process. Since the Lˆ -function lies above the upper envelope, the clustering is significant.
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12.5 Simulating Spatial Point Processes Once one determines that the model for CSR is not correct, then the analyst should check to see what other model is reasonable. This can be done by simulation as shown in the previous section. Instead of simulating from a CSR process, we can simulate from one that exhibits clustering or regularity. We now discuss other models for spatial point processes and how to simulate them. We include methods for simulating a homogeneous Poisson process with specified intensity, a binomial process, a Poisson cluster process, an inhibition process, and a Strauss process. Before continuing, we note that simulation requires specification of all relevant parameters. To check the adequacy of a model by simulation one has to “calibrate” the simulation to the data by estimating the parameters that go into the simulation.



Hom ogeneous eneous Poi sson Pr Pr ocess We first provide a method for simulating a homogeneous Poisson process with no conditions imposed on the number of events n. Unconditionally, a homogeneous Poisson process depends on the intensity λ . So, in this case, the number of events n changes in each simulated pattern. We follow the fanning out procedure given in Ross [1997] to generate such a process for a circular region. This technique can be thought of as fanning out from the origin to a radius r. The successive radii where events are encountered are simulated by using the fact that the additional area one needs to travel to encounter another event is exponentially distributed with rate λ . The steps are outlined below. PROCEDURE - SIMULATING A POISSON PROCESS



1. Generate independent exponential variates X 1, X 2, … , with rate λ , stopping when 2



N = min { n: X 1 + … + X n > πr } . 2. If N = 1 , then stop, because there are no events in the circular region. 3. If N > 1 , then for i = 1, …, N – 1 , find Ri =
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Computational Statistics Handbook with MATLAB 4. Generate N – 1 uniform (0,1) variates, U 1, …, U N – 1 . 5. In polar coordinates, the events are given by ( R i, 2πU i ) .



Ross [1997] describes a procedure where the region can be somewhat arbitrary. For example, in Cartesian coordinates, the region would be defined between the x axis and a nonnegative function f ( x ) , starting at x = 0 . A rectangular region with the lower left corner at the origin is an example where this can be applied. For details on the algorithm for an arbitrary region, we refer the reader to Ross [1997]. We show in Example 12.10 how to implement the procedure for a circular region.



Example 12.10 In this example, we show how to generate a homogeneous Poisson process for a given λ . This is accomplished using the given MATLAB commands. % Set the lambda. lambda = 2; r = 5; tol = 0; i=1; % Generate the exponential random variables. while tol < pi*r^2 x(i) = exprnd(1/lambda,1,1); tol = sum(x); i=i+1; end x(end)=[]; N = length(x); % Get the coordinates for the angles. th = 2*pi*rand(1,N); R = zeros(1,N); % Find the R_i. for i = 1:N R(i) = sqrt(sum(x(1:i))/pi); end [Xc,Yc]=pol2cart(th,R);



The x and y coordinates for the generated locations are contained in Xc and Yc. The radius of our circular region is 5, and the intensity is λ = 2 . The result of our sampling scheme is shown in Figure 12.17. We see that the locations are all within the required radius. To verify the intensity, we can estimate it by dividing the number of points in the sample by the area. % estimate the overall intensity lamhat = length(Xc)/(pi*r^2);
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Homogeneous Poisson Process, λ = 2 5 4 3 2 1 0 −1 −2 −3 −4 −5 −5
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FIGURE GURE 12.17 12.17 This spatial point pattern was simulated using the procedure for simulating a homogeneous Poisson process with specified intensity.



Our estimated intensity is λˆ = 2.05 .







Binomial Pr Pr ocess ess We saw in previous examples that we needed a way to simulate realizations from a CSR process. If we condition on the number of events n, then the locations are uniformly and independently distributed over the study region. This type of process is typically called a binomial process in the literature [Ripley, 1981]. To distinguish this process from the homogeneous Poisson process, we offer the following: 1. When generating variates from the homogeneous Poisson process, the intensity is specified. Therefore, the number of events in a realization of the process is likely to change for each one generated. 2. When generating variates from a binomial process, the number of events in the region is specified. To simulate from a binomial process, we first enclose the study region R with a rectangle given by
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Computational Statistics Handbook with MATLAB { ( x, y ) : x m in ≤ x ≤ x m ax , y m in ≤ y ≤ y m a x } .



(12.26)



We can generate the x coordinates for an event location from a uniform distribution over the interval ( x m in , x m a x ) . Similarly, we generate the y coordinates from a uniform distribution over the interval ( y m in , y m a x ). If the event is within the study region R, then we keep the location. These steps are outlined in the following procedure and are illustrated in Example 12.11. PROCEDURE - SIMULATING A BINOMIAL PROCESS



1. Enclose the study region R in a rectangle, given by Equation 12.26. 2. Obtain a candidate location s i by generating an x coordinate that is uniformly distributed over ( x m in , x m a x ) and a y coordinate that is uniformly distributed over ( y m in , y m a x ) . 3. If s i is within the study region R, then retain the event. 4. Repeat steps 2 through 3 until there are n events in the sample.



Example 12.11 In this example, we show how to simulate a CSR point pattern using the region given with the uganda data set. First we load up the data set and find a rectangular region that bounds R. load uganda % loads up x, y, ugpoly xp = ugpoly(:,1); yp = ugpoly(:,2); n = length(x); xg = zeros(n,1); yg = zeros(n,1); % Find the maximum and the minimum for a 'box' around % the region. Will generate uniform on this, and throw % out those points that are not inside the region. % Find the bounding box. minx = min(xp); maxx = max(xp); miny = min(yp); maxy = max(yp); Now we are ready to generate the locations, as follows. % Now get the points. i = 1; cx = maxx - minx; cy = maxy - miny; while i 
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